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Book Descriptions:

canon ae-1 repair manual

What to use on it You might not need every tool for every procedure. To determine if the camera is a
Canon AE1 first look at the front of the camera. The manufacturer “Cannon” will be above the lens
in big black letters. The model “AE1” can be viewed just to the left of this in silver letters outlined in
black. The serial number can be found on the top of the camera to the right of the lens when looking
at the camera as if a picture of you is being taken. The serial number should be in small black
numbers. It was manufactured by Canon Camera K. K. today Canon Incorporated in Japan from April
1976 to 1984. The camera body is 87 mm tall, 141 mm wide, and 48 mm deep; it weighs 590 g. Most
are black with chrome trim, but some are all black. Its notability is based in its sales. Backed by a
major advertising campaign, the AE1 sold five million units, an unprecedented success in the SLR
market. Shock and noise damping mechanisms are incorporated. All shutter speeds are
electronically controlled. After the selftimer lever is pushed forward, the selftimer is activated by the
shutter release button. The selftimer releases the shutter after a time lag of 10 seconds. A selftimer
lamp red LED blinks on and off to indicate when the selftimer is in operation. The amount of light is
automatically cor trolled for correct flash exposure. The cover can be removed for attaching the
Canon Data Back A. To open, pull the rewind crank up. The film can be wound with several short
strokes. The Canon Power Winder A also can be mounted for automatic winding of the film.
Automatically resets when the back cover is opened. While rewinding film, it counts back the frame
numbers. From here, you have access to two of the main As you can see, it is a compact build, and
extremely skilled factory workers would have performed the soldering of resistors and wires
manually. This is because there are some springloaded components inside, and those settings ensure
minimal tension in the spring.http://rbsten-tel.com/images/blog_images/crv-owners-manual-2014.xml

canon ae-1 repair manual, canon ae-1 repair manual pdf, canon ae-1 program repair
manual, canon ae-1 repair manual, canon ae 1 repair manual, canon ae 1 repair
manual, canon ae-1 program repair manual, canon ae-1 repair manual.

Otherwise, simply opening the top cover could cause damage. There is also a cclip holding a cover
around the rewind shaft, which requires removing. At the other end, you will need to remove the film
advance lever, which involves unscrewing the snakeeyes head screw. There are two washers
followed by a nut, which requires unscrewing. You will also need to remove the obvious looking
screws at the sides holding the top cover; however, there are two hidden screws behind the front
decorator cover, which will require removal first. In this camera design, there are concentric shutter
speed and ASA film speed dials, around the film advance lever, however the electronics
potentiometer is on the other side of the camera and concentric around the film rewind knob. When
you rotate the film speed dial, a string transmits the force to move the potentiometer at the other
end. In the manual, they call the potentiometer a functional resistor, which has a track and a wiper.
For the same reason, the ASA setting has to be at 3200, which ensures minimal spring tension. If
you do not take these precautions, then the string could snap back and break when you remove the
top cover. As you can see, a very thin string comes out from the mechanism. M. Butkus, NJ.Butkus,
29 Lake Ave., High Bridge, NJ 088291701 and send your email address so I can thank you.Use the
above address for a NOTE they only print in Black and White. Please do not offer the downloaded
file for sell only use it for personal usage. Looking for other manual For this no need registration.
May be help you to repair. You could suffer a fatal electrical shock. Instead, contact your nearest
service center. Note! To open downloaded files you need acrobat reader or similar pdf reader
program. In addition, Also some files are djvu so you need djvu viewer to open them. These free
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programs can be found on this page needed progs If you use opera you have to disable opera turbo
function to download
file.http://alliedteamworkconstruction.com/nbloom/fckuploads/dxo-filmpack-2-manual.xml

If you cannot download this file, try it with CHROME or FIREFOX browser. Hoztak a gepet, nem
lehet bekapcsolni, pedig szinte ujak az aksik, es fel is vannak toltve. Bekapcsol egy pillanatra, majd
ki. Tettem bele 2 uj ceruzaelemet, azonnal alacsony feszultsegre panaszkodott. Probaltam
aramfelvetelt merni, alig 7080mA, de nem kapcsol be egyeltalan. Ekkor kivettem a memoriakartyat,
es bekapcsoltam anelkul. Visszaraktam, elemek vissza, megy, nincs alacsony fesz jelzes.
Akkumulatorokat visszaraktam, ugyanugy jo. Gondoltam megirom, hatha masnak is bejon. Udv Jacint
Canon A520 elfelejti az idot Sziasztok! Sajat Canon PowerShot A520 digitalis fenykepezogepemen
beallitom a pontos idot, mint ujkoraban. Eddig OK. Menteskor jelzi is, hogy mikor keszult a felvetel.
Kikapcsolom, majd bekapcsolom, es kiirja, hogy allitsam be az idot. Beallitom., de csak addig tartja,
amig kikapcsolom. Gyari visszaallitas utan sem valtozik meg. Mi lehet az oka Max. annyi valtozott,
hogy regen 2x AA elemet hasznaltam, es most 2x AA akkut. Udv formasu Canon MV750i main PCB
nem indul feszultsegek megvannak szervizdoksi alapjan Sziasztok! Egy kis segitseget szeretnek
kerni a fent emlitett kamera javitasaban. A tunet se kep, se hang. Megis, semmi jelet nem adja
annak, hogy el akarna indulni. Ha van tippetek, merre keresgethetnem meg a hibat, szivesen
veszem, ha megosztjatok velem. Vagy, ha van valakinek egy ilyen NYAKja jo aron, akkor lehet, hogy
nem foglalkoznek a javitassal. Canon MV830E nem veszi be a kazettat. Megoldva! Sziasztok! Egy
canon MV830E kameranak az a hibaja, hogy kazetta nelkul behuzza a kaz.Kazettaval azonban hiaba
nyomom le a kazettat, par masodperc utan sipol, es ismet kidobja. Tud valaki valami okosat mondani
Koszonettel. Attila Similar manuals You can write in English language into the forum not only in
Hungarian. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an
alternative browser. It will likely be less expensive to buy a working body.

Dead Link Removed Click to expand. So, you may have arrested the stopdown button, next to the
lens, then changed lenses without releasing that button. In such case neither the automatic
diaphragm nor manual stop down would work. I got one sample of an AE1 where the accessory
metering button was stuck in the switchclosed state by a tiny grain of sand, thus discharging the
battery. Of course then in the display one would see the meter activated.Using the stop down button
should stop Or, of its down.or when its off of the camera check it manually. Keep in mind there are
FD and FDn lenses, The older ones you need to rotate the breech lock so the lens thinks its mounted.
With the FDn the inner part has to rotate. Theres a locking pin near the edge of the mount, use a
small screwdriver or other pointy thing to disengage it.With the FDn the inner part has to rotate.
Theres a locking pin near the edge of the mount, use a small screwdriver or other pointy thing to
disengage it. Click to expand. It just acts like a nut. With the FDnew lenses it is the outer port thats
rotates. I do not see the idea behind loosing that locking pin. It only serves to orientate the mount
correctly, to make the actuators match, and to keep the barrel from turning while fastening the
mount.By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. If you have a Photrio
account, please log in and select stay logged in to prevent recurrence of this notice.We may receive
a commission for purchases made through these links. To read our full affiliate disclosure statement
please click Here. How to Repair a Canon AE1 Jam thumbnail The Canon AE1 is a manual 35mm film
camera. The Canon AE1 is a 35mm film camera that was widely used.The AE1 Program is
compatible with manualfocus FD and New FD lenses.. The goo is easy for any camera repair place to
replace.. or a workshop you may have had to take, feel free to help me continue helping everyone.

The Canon AE1 is a 35mm film camera that was widely used. Free Canon Ae1 Film SLR Camera
manual download in PDF format. Old film and new digital instruction manuals. The Canon AE1
Program Other Issues. With a maximum magnification ratio of 1 0.86, the Canon AE1 film camera
clicks lifesize pictures. Free shipping. New Canon AE1 Program 35mm SLR Film Camera with FD
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50mm lens kit. I wanted a solid and reliable SLR body with a manual advance and full manual
control, and the AE1 was recommended by. Canon AE1 Service Manual covers Repair Guide,
Troubleshooting, Parts List, Exploded diagram, Wiring Diagram, Schematics. Canon Ae1 Program
Manual ASPone. Get creative with a range of interchangeable lenses on the Canon AE1, including
both fixedfocal length and zoom Canon FD lenses. Innovative for its generation. Take advantage of
the batterypowered microprocessor, with the camera historically significant as the first SLR to
utilize one. Manual and auto exposure options. Take full control while using manual exposure
controls or let the camera do the hard work for you using shutter priority auto exposure. Expansive
viewfinder coverage. Compose images through the splitimage rangefinder, with the fixed eyelevel
pentaprism offering 96 percent horizontal coverage. Next slide About Model eBay has provided more
information about this product above and is not affiliated with or endorsed by Canon. Each interval
represents a 15 day period. There is no guarantee that items will always be listed at a price within
the provided range. This camera was delivered in excellent condition and it functions flawlessly. I
have owned three of these and they suit my photographic needs perfectly.grand kids, dogs, family
get togethers. I prefer it to my Canon EOS, and I love the look of film.. Read full review Read less
Verified purchase Yes by lucaset July 11, 2016 Nice camera at a good price This is a vintage film
camera., This camera looks very nice with the metallic finish.

You can get an A1 ot F1 too, but they come in black and are more expensive., This is a vintage film
camera.. Read full review Read less Verified purchase Yes by esorensen28 June 08, 2016 The Iconic
Film Camera This camera is what everyone thinks of when they hear film camera and rightfully so.
Its a staple piece of equipment in Canons early days. Its reliable, beyond simple to operate and load
film, and it has a really great light meter I havent needed to use an external meter. The program
mode REALLY works. If you want to leisurely take photos, set it to program and let the camera
select the best aperture and shutter speed it hasnt disappointed me yet.,, I also love how compact it
is. This camera shines when using Portra 160, Portra 400 rated at 200, Kodak Ektar 100, Kodak Gold
200, and Cinestill 50D.. Read full review Read less Verified purchase Yes Show more Show less by
reggiescabin September 30, 2009 Canon AE1 BUYER BEWARE. The kitchen table repair person has
shot a squirt of things like WD40 into the mechanical parts via removing the lens mount cover. Some
repair places do about the same thing., The problem is the grease is dry, the bearing squeaks when
you click the shutter release because the mirror has to flip up to allow light to pass through the
curtains to the film. Because its dry the mirror flipping is retarded in travel, many times not
reaching the top to be out of the way of the curtains opening. Thus an exposure can and will be
affected. Too many tried at home techniques involve these cameras so beware.either youll buy one of
those or just one that effects exposures.why roll the dice with a camera that has a known issue or
was tampered with. Consider yourself lucky to have found one done by a real pro repair person.
Even at the time it was big, clunky, loud, rough and noisy. Youll hear tons of reviews that it takes
great pictures. Well, not true. A camera body is just a light tight box.

A LENS takes the picture and Canon brand lenses of the era ranged from good to excellent. Back to
the AE1 itself, they have a nasty habit of locking up for no apparent reason. Moving on, they do NOT
have OTF Off The Film metering, consequently they were furnished with a ridiculous plastic slide
that supposedly was to be kept on the flash shoe as a cover that was to be fitted over the viewfinder
when taking pictures with your eye away from the viewfinder to avoid exposure errors. Its no
surprise they are the ONLY company and ONLY camera to use Shutter Priority as the only available
automatic exposure mode. Every other manufacturer uses Aperture Priority on their comparable
cameras. The simple reason for this is Aperture Priority is more intuitive and arguably faster with
the adjustment ring adjacent to the focus ring and falling naturally under your fingers. This will
happen decades before such things as Pentax Spotmatics will give up the ghost.,, In summary, did
they sell more units than the competition Absolutely. Their advertising was the best in print, TV and
radio. Do they take good pictures. Yes, as good as the person behind the camera is capable of doing.



Will one serve the purpose be it for nostalgia or photography class that mandates a camera that can
be controlled manually Absolutely. Cameras are a tool, AE1s are just a relatively crude tool. Please
help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed.It was introduced in 1981 as the successor to the Canon AE1, five years
after that camera s introduction. The major difference was the addition of the Program AE mode first
seen in the A1. This mode sets both the shutter speed and aperture automatically—albeit with a
slight bias towards the shutter speed setting. The user focuses the camera and then presses the
shutter button. For those desiring more control, the AE1s shutter priority auto exposure and full
manual modes are still available.

It also supports the A1s Motor Drive MA; this requires another electrical contact on the base plate.
The AE1s Power Winder A, and a new, faster Power Winder A2, are also supported. The viewfinder
uses LEDs to show information to the user.Unlike the A1, though, which specifies that screens
should only be changed by the factory or by experienced service technicians, those on the AE1
Program can be changed by the user. In the years since the AE1 Program was introduced, this
shutter design has also proven to be more maintenanceintensive than modern verticaltravel metal
blade designs. The cameras electronics and electromagnets are powered by one 4SR44, PX28A,
A544, K28A, V34PX, 4LR44, or L544 alkaline batteries. In its day, however, the AE1 Programs
automated features and simple controls helped introduce many new consumers to the SLR
camera.By using this site, you agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy. It was packed with
improved features, whichAmong the features was the Programmed AE, firstIt has a new,Canon FDn
lenses.All FD, New FDFull aperture metering is only possibleStoppeddown metering with the FL
lenses. As with the Canon A1, the AE1 Program was indeed, very popular and well
receivedOriginally, I had wanted to buyI dont know whyThe Company also operates aAll images
appeared herein are Copyright. Please respect the visual property of the
contributingMaintenanceEEwyn Foo, my nephew, who. Canon FX and FP are essentially identical
cameras except for theExploded views of cameras andThe QL mechanismsThe TL QL pages are
limited since it is essentially an FT QL. 97FL Lenses Service. Comprehensive illustrated service and
repair manual with explodedF1.2, 300mm F5.6 FLF, 35mm F2.5, 85mm F1.8, 500mm F5.6 FLF,
35mm. F3.5, 100200mm F5.6 Zoom.

Note some of the supplement and addendumComplete illustrated repair instructions with exploded
views,Note the pages inDetailed illustrated repair instructions with exploded views, circuitNote the
pages inDetailed illustrated repair instructions with exploded views, circuitNote the pages
inDetailed, illustrated service instructions with exploded views andScoopic 16M Repair Manual.
Fully illustrated. Complete schematics, exploded views, parts andF1, First Model, Service and
Repair Manual. Detailed service and repair instructions, illustrated with repairNote thereF1
Accessories Motor c1973. Service Manual. Fully illustrated. Complete parts and service manual
covering the F1. Motor Drive Unit; Film Chamber 250; Remote Switch MD; Film LoaderServo EE
Finder Accessories for Canon F1. CoveringFully illustrated. Reprinted from the National Camera
Repair Manual. Stepbystep repair instructions with detailed photographs and wiringAE1 Camera
NatCam Repair Manual. Reprinted from the National Camera Repair Manual. Each page is photoThe
photos areFully illustrated. Reprinted from the National Camera Repair Manual. Concentrates on
large, detailed photographs, with accompanying textFully illustrated with exploded views,
component and circuitNote page 19 Tools and Expendables List, page 21 Main Flex RemovalFull
service and repair instructions, detailed exploded views andCovers the early breech lock lenses with
rotating chrome lensCovers the early breech lock lenses with rotating chrome lensCovers the early
breech lock lenses with rotating chrome lensFocusing Unit for FL Lenses Exploded Views, Parts List
and Addendums. Fits 400mm, 600mm, 800mm, 1200mm lenses but they are not covered. 20Canon
Repair Manuals RangefinderFor ordering information, goMap. You should upgrade or use an
alternative browser. Upon halfpressing the shutter release the meter bottoms out every time,



regardless of camera settings or the amount of available light.

After trawling the forums it seems the issue may be with the PX1 IC light sensor behind the prism,
perhaps through bad solder connections. Ive removed the top cover to inspect, and from what I can
see the surface of the sensor looks dirty or possibly corroded photo attached. And indeed when I
shine a bright light directly on to the sensor, I do get some movement in the meter needle through
the viewfinder. So my question is, what next. It doesnt look straightforward to replace the sensor, so
can I instead compensate for the poor sensitivity via the series of galvanometers above the prism.
How would i go about this. Or is there a technique to revive the sensor. I guess it would help if
someone could point me in the direction of a service manual for the camera, despite a lengthy
search Ive been unable to track one down. And finally, this isnt a valuable camera and Im not
looking to buy another. Im just too stubborn to let it die without a fight. Thanks Or something. I like
to repair things too, but the printed circuits on these cameras scare me away.It runs over those
pulleys and connects the ASA to the shutter speeds. Those are a Nightmare if they break, and they
are EASY to break. I can see if i have the AE1 manual, But it will assume you are already, somewhat,
of a camera tech.if you know what i mean. The manuals seem to be more of a How to adjust and
measure than any kind of TakeDown or Disassembly instructions. But i am definitey NOT a camera
tech. Do you have a pretty decent DMM. You are probably going to need one. I DID read your post,
but the AE1 is not the best camera for a non tech to work on IMHO. For this scenario, i think the
Program Model was a better unit. They are so affordable. Have you thought about just buying the
AE1P.

Having serviced many of these when they were economical to service, this symptom was indicative
of having the large IC chip to the left of the eyepiece blown by a static charge or a flash mounting
event redirecting voltage to the nonsync pins. The site may not work properly if you dont update
your browser. If you do not update your browser, we suggest you visit old reddit. Press J to jump to
the feed. Press question mark to learn the rest of the keyboard shortcuts Log in sign up User
account menu 1 Has anyone been able to find a repair manual for the Canon AE1 Its not a very
active sub, but worth a shot. This is a subreddit to discuss new cameras and camera comparisons,
camera lenses, gear and accessories. All rights reserved Back to top. You will receive file via email
or download link. Register to access all of the benefits reserved to registered users or click on login
if you are already registered. We are top rated sellers of product instructions including owners
manuals.Thank you, for helping us keep this platform clean. The editors will have a look at it as soon
as possible. Used GoodPlease try again.Please try again.Includes part I and part II booklets. Then
you can start reading Kindle books on your smartphone, tablet, or computer no Kindle device
required. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate
to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account If you are a seller for this product,
would you like to suggest updates through seller support To calculate the overall star rating and
percentage breakdown by star, we don’t use a simple average. Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews
to verify trustworthiness. The manual is automatically downloaded on the desktop or in the file
downloads of your computer. The same way is also possible if you prefer to search by choosing the
menu Brands.

To view the documents, you must have Adobe Reader installed on your computer. To download free
the most recent version of this software click here. Many users wanted an entrylevel SLR with the
Program auto exposure mode found on the A1, whereas the earlier AE1 has only shutterpriority AE
and meteredmanual exposure. For this reason, when designing its successor, Canon added a
program AE mode to the specification, and the AE1 Program became even more popular than the
AE1. The meter is activated by one of three buttons; the lower of the two buttons on the lens mount
placed for the photographers left hand activates it normally, as does depressing the shutterrelease



halfway, while the upper button on the lens mount both activates the meter and locks the current
reading for as long as the button is held down. This is quite useful for doing spot metering, for
example of a backlit subject or of the shadows in a brightly lit scene.This has sometimes been
criticised as simple costcutting, but probably contributed as much to reducing the weight of the
cameras, in a period when several Japanese makers were already doing this as in, for example, the
Pentax ME and Olympus OM1 .This can be remedied by relubricating the mechanism. Failure to
correct the fault can eventually lead to irreparable damage. I searched the web for instructions on
how to taking apart an AV1, but I had no success. Anyboy here can tell me where can I find a repair
manual or instructions on how to dismantle this machine. Thanks you in advence Fernando Lift off
gently, there are 2 wires from the hotshoe, unsolder them at the prism circuit board. To get to the
release solenoid the front panel will need to be moved. Dont do this unless it is essential. Peel off the
very thick leatherettes, unscrew the 2 screws holding the battery door and surround, watch out for
the door spring. Now for the difficult part.

There are 5 or 6 wires from the circuit board to the mirror box, carefully unsolder them and note
their color. The front panel can now be removed after unscrewing the 4 screws. To test the
solenoids, remove the bottom plate. The timing solenoid has a resistance of about 200 Ohms, the
release solenoid a resistance of about 90 Ohms. If the camera appears jammed and wont release,
unsolder the red and black wires leading to the release solenoid, apply 6V, if wound the shutter will
release, if nothing happens either the solenoid is defective, or more likely the wind pinion at the top
of the camera is stuck. To repair the electronics you will need the factory service manual. I would
not mess around with soldering iron here, too tiny soldering for my poor skill.Unfortunately as the
mirror damper unit was designed to run dry, dripping oil into the unknown does not remove the
cause Wear in the side plate bearing holes that support the hardened flywheel shaft. It is the
oscillation of the flywheel shaft, as it rotates out of true, that causes the noise.So masking it with
some oil it is pretty a good choice, at least for me. Cheers Only registered users and moderators may
post messages here. I tried moving the manual shutter speed dial and the ASA dial just to check if
there was something stuck but no luck, it does not matter what setting the camera is at, manual or
shutter priority.There is only one discrete transistor in the AE1, It is a PNP and is situated on the
right, front top of the pentaprism camera in normal operating alignment. This transistor supplies
battery voltage to the three IC chips on the flexi circuit. Voltage is only present when shutter button
closes main switch Check that the switch contacts under shutter button are clean and making proper
contact if battery voltage not detected at power supply transistor. Note before starting to remove
the controls and top plate of AE1 set shutter speed to B and ASA to 3200.

This will release most of the tension in the Tungsten Coupling Wire. Remove top with great care
breaking the coupling wire is the most common error in stripping the AE1. Check resistance at the
coil, should be around 200220 ohms. Mind you I am from Macedonia, a small country with no real
Canon service, the dealer for Canon returned the camera with an excuse their repair person is ill
and never even tried to diagnose the problem. I downloaded some repair books for AE1 program,
they are pretty detailed, do you think I can rely on them to open AE1 my experience with camera
repair is mainly with mechanical cameras simpple ones, yashica mat, Olympus 35, russian cameras
but I have electrical background so I understand what you are talking about anyway.Thanks again
As Doug Wilson indicates if the coil on magnet goes open circuit all speeds will sound the same, as
both curtains release simultaneously. Do check if the shutter is opening though, the power
distribution from battery to circuit boards is different in AE1 to other A Series. AE1 Program manual
is no help in removing the top plate and resetting the exposure meter linkage etc. It will help you
locate the position of the magnet coils as basic shutter is the same across the A series, although the
Program makes use of Delrin for shutter gearing. There are also various issues of circuits. However I
strongly advice you to get a copy of the AE1 repair manual issued by the American National Camera
organisation. Anybody who is familiar with the official Canon Manuals will soon realise that they are



basically an aide memoir for service personnel who have attended a Canon training course.What was
OK for the official Canon repairman can be a bit of a worry for the tinkerer 30 odd years on, looking
at a mint A1 door stop. You could always have a word with the Nikon man if you feel uneasy about
doing the repair or do not have the correct equipment. Glenn. Contact your discussion moderator for
more information.


